Abstract-A deep knowledge of TCP performance on the Internet at large is intimately related to understanding the role of the underlying path characteristics (bottleneck rate, buffer sizes, end-to-end delay, loss rate) on the performance of dynamic TCP flows. The practical way to study the TCP performance is by simulating on a dumbbell topology, Internet statistically equivalent cross-traffic along with simulated TCP, then extracting interest variables such as throughput as the indicator of performance. However, we advocate that much more can be learned about TCP performance by regenerating path characteristic conditions derived from traces, and let TCP flows run loose on top of it. In this study, we investigate several Internet public TCP flows, using LAN-specific traces (Berkeley LBNL traces), and we show how path characteristics can be extracted. We devise a new technique to obtain path capacity by searching longitudinal patterns of packet pairs on each TCP flow present in a trace. In addition, we look on buffer usage patterns based on effective throughput/estimated capacity ratio, as a way to relate RTT variation, packet loss and disclosure buffer sizes. Finally, the natural application is to test advanced TCP proposals on a per-trace scenario basis by regenerating dynamic traffic patterns directly from stored traces, such method is also called source-based traffic pattern. In this trace regeneration testbed, we have as input the TCP trace, then, a post-processing mechanism inferring path characteristics per flow. Finally, emulated virtual machines running in parallel enable the TCP traffic dynamics to run loose.123
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Computer Science Department Universidade Federal do Espirito Santo (UFES) Vitoria, ES, Brazil 29060 Email: (magnos,tadeu)@inf.ufes.br Extract path characteristics information from Internet traces, such as capacity, delay variation, etc. is an accurate way to represent the exact conditions on which TCP protocol were running prior to be stored on a trace file. If one could extract precisely such conditions and emulate them using a controlled testbed, the emulation of Internet dynamics using regular TCPs and source-level behavior information could be achieved. The regeneration helps on the development of new transport protocols, switching equipment and tuning end-servers.
We begin by verifying that the current literature in the area of replayable traces is in its early stage, the important papers so far include [3] and [4] . In [3], the authors extract basic information about the delays of the TCP connections to feedback on a Google Search Server. They model the service rate using a customized algorithm that execute similar tasks as the Google Search Engine does. However, the material fall short on exploiting path capacity estimations, buffer size variability and thinking user times. The paper [4] shows another possible way to use the interarrival of packets from traces as thinking times and response times. In this study, the authors basically extract the exact gap period between packets, and tag them as transactions time (socket reads/writes), therefore there is no separation on queuing time and service time. In addition, their testbed does not support different end-to-end capacities and buffer variability.
Therefore, there is a lack on using precise path characteristics to lead TCP performance research. Such issue can be further explained by the lack of tools to extract path characteristics from stored traces based on IP/TCP headers. Thus, we propose a simple technique derived from packet pairs serialization delay and its relationship to capacity to obtain precise path capacity from traces, called TraceProbe. From this information we can infer capacities from TCP traces by searching specific packet pair patterns. Moreover, this tool is developed in python script language and the results are applied to the mentioned enterprise trace dataset. For validation purposes, a proper comparison with another passive estimation tool, PPRate [5] demonstrates the accuracy of our method and a pathological discrepancy based on flow controlled application such as ssh and NFS on Section 2.
Another major effort in this paper is on the study of buffer estimation on traces, on Section 3. We start our approach by collecting a straightforward metric from the traces, namely, the relationship between the RTTs from the TCP feedback loop and the RTT just before the buffer overflows. The latter is identified through a packet loss or 3 duplicate ACK. In order to derive reliable buffer sizes, our approach also requires the knowledge of narrow link capacity beforehand. The buffer size scheme is validated through simulation of realistic Internet traffic patterns. It is then applied to the LBNL traces, using the narrow capacity estimation from the previous set of experiments.
The final piece is the detailed description of applications including the design of a research testbed for replayable traces. Our goal is to develop a system to automatically extract path characteristics on a per-trace basis. Then prepare an end-to-end structure where the flows maximum capacity is shaped according to the derived characteristics. In addition, the delay and buffer variability behavior is to be emulated using middleware software, in order to reproduce with high fidelity the environment where the trace was collected. We conclude the paper, on Sections 4 and 5, by introducing another possible application that reveals the path capacities behind the router ports where the traces were obtained as a way to fingerprint specific machine connectivity in the enterprise LAN.
II. GATHERING CAPACITY ESTIMATIONS FROM TRACES
Capacity estimation has been a very attractive doctrine on Internet measurement research. The work on [6] and [7] are among the earliest and most complete on the area, which subsequently led to the creation of Pathrate, a very popular active tool to assess capacities. Recently, researchers have looked into the possibility of removing the active restriction posed by the access to both end points in order to obtain path capacity.
This has led to the extention of the capacity estimation work to passive measurement (in particular, to the study of traces). PPRate [5] is one example of those efforts. It uses a method similar to Pathrate: it relies on a relatively large number of interarrival samples (at least 300) to reveal capacity modes. In addition, it uses a statistical process to identify modes, and to select the mode corresponding to the narrow link capacity.
In spite of this early solution, passive capacity estimation is an active area of research. For example, PPRate has shown several drawbacks. Firstly, it tends to require considerable computation effort. In addition, as mentioned in [5] there is an intrinsic difficulty on dealing with application flow control on top of TCP. If one has a large number of idle periods, it potentially generates a bias on the capacity mode detection histogram, when packet pairs are not correctly identified. Other areas of potential improvement are convergence time (for real time applications) and number of samples necessary for sufficient reliability on the estimate.
Among the active tools, one in particular, Capprobe [8] deserves special attention as the least expensive computationally, without post-processing statistical method. Given its low cost, CapProbe will be the starting point from which we are proposing to extend our work on scalable dataset trace studies. The basic active principle of Capprobe consists of sending pairs of packets back to back from source to destination, in order to estimate the capacity. Once passing through the narrow link capacity, this packet pair ought to be dispersed according to the maximum sending rate. Thus, the dispersion represents an estimation of the end-to-end narrow link. The key aspect of Capprobe is that packet pairs could be impacted by cross-traffic, hence by applying a proper filter, identifying the packet pair that suffers the minimal queueing delay, the dispersion measurement can be made reliable.
We devise a technique based on these same insights in our tool TraceProbe. The key advantages compared to PPrate are: low computational cost since it doesnt need an extensive statistical processing, just one pass through the data and the correct identification is sufficient. Another advantage is that it needs only 40 samples [8] to obtain a good estimation what makes it a valuable tool for wider analysis of data traces.
A. Estimating RTT In addition to the task of finding the right capacity, our method relies on RTTs been estimated from network flows stamped in the traces. This RTT estimation is also known to be non-trivial. In fact, it has received recently a fair amount of attention (i.e. [9] ). The main point of difficulty is that we are interested in inferring the RTT from the TCP sender perspective while observing the communication at the measurement point. In addition the measurement point can be located in any part of the path.
Indeed, this RTT estimation can be obtained by a simple observation that the distance 1 to 2 and 3 to 4 is similar (Figure l(a) ). Therefore, if one can obtain the association of DATA packet X and Z, the problem of determining RTT estimation from the sender would be solved. However, since TCP expand its congestion window and packets could be in-flight the association is non-trivial in the trace.
We describe briefly 3 known methods to infer this RTT.
. The first, and hardest one, is based on emulating the state of the congestion window that an ideal TCP flow would have, from the packet communication seen in trace file [7] . The difficulty of this method is based on the fact that there is a vast heterogeneity of TCP implementation on Internet hosts, leading to difficulty on emulating different This last RTT estimation method is the basis for our passive capacity estimation technique. Instead of just estimating RTT, we search specifically for matching packets (ACKs and DATA packets) and estimate delays on the packet pairs. A method like this permits precise identification of the DATA packets following an ACK. Furthermore, its advertised that the option is well deployed in the Internet, according to previous research 76.5% of Forbes 500 web servers [11] have support for this option, so we expect our method to work on a large sample of the TCP flow population.
B. The Search of Packet Pairs
The quest for packet pairs, the set of packets that define precisely the physical line rate, is the key for realistic capacity estimation on traces. These microbursts would happen mainly during slowstart and at congestion avoidance only once per 1-2 RTT, when the window increases ( [6] ). So the question becomes how to identify these micro-bursts in a trace easily, without relying on congestion state-machine schemes? We claim that the guaranteed method of search consists on do association of pairs of packets on the traces using TCP timestamp and applying the minimum delay sum in a longitudinal way, specially on the duration of slow start, where we will be able to obtain sufficient samples. We implemented the described methods, in script language by relating (ACK)-(DATA)-(NEXT DATA) packets ( figure 1(b) connections that are intrisically difficult to assess, by creating a threshold of flows of more than 100 pkts, the number of connections dropped immediatelly to about 42,000 unique TCP flows. For the sake of comparison, and due to the restriction of PPrate at least 300 interarrivals, this number dropped again to 13,125 spread over all the router monitored ports. While we notice that 15,082 supported the TCP timestamp option. In spite of the reduction on the number of flows, the extracted sub-population is still representative of the amount of traffic transferred through LBNL, since the remaining flows are large in size, and most of the demand on this site is known to be TCP-related.
III. CAPACITY ESTIMATION ON LBNL
We evaluate our capacity estimation scheme by comparing it with PPRate. We use the PPRate matlab code provided in [12] to extract interarrival times to feed the statistical process of estimation capacity modes. On the same traces, we also run our tool in order to compare and have insights about both. Figure 2 presents the capacity estimation on the population from a common TCP set for both tools. In other words, the intersection of restrictions of both tools (timestamps + 600 samples) restricted the study to 5000 flows. As we have already pointed out earlier, this small population is still representative since we got samples from the majority of the ports and address space monitored.
The graph shows us some insight about the organization and the internal connectivity, while most of the flows have capacity about 100Mbps, there is a small fraction of 10Mbps connections and a number of sub-Mbps, that is related to the nature of some applications, like ssh.
From the direct handling of the discrepancy cases, we have verified that some applications do not actually follow the TCP phases (slow-start and congestion avoidance). The sending rate of the packets seems to be determined by a higher layer state-machine transport architecture. These lower sending rate samples happen to disrupt the PPRate statistical analysis, while Traceprobe relies only on the microburst identification. This way, regarding the mode distribution there is more smoothness due to statistical process on PPRate compared to Traceprobe when taking into account flow-controlled applications.
A. Algorithm Performance Evaluation
Our advantage compared to PPRate lays in the low cost solution. From the chart (Figure 2 ) both have obtained comparative results. In fact, the relative error (the difference of the same estimation by the two tools) shows that nearly 70% of the estimations were equal. In addition to the need of a commecial Matlab license, several drawbacks turn PPRate tool expensive computationally. In particular, PPRate needs the estimation of multi-modes and a smoothness fitting phase, several order of algorithmic complexity larger (up to 0(n3)) than the single straighforward lookup on Traceprobe (O(nlogn), assuming the triples are stored in a sorted fashion). "n" in this asymptotic analysis represents the interarrival input size.
IV. DERIVING BUFFER SPACE FROM TRACES
The next step on the trace assessment is the buffer estimation. These are the memory/physical storage of forwarding devices, consisted of constrained NIC, switches, and routers. Prior work in buffer size estimation has included [13] and [14] . In [13] , the authors utilize the modal round trip time from passive packet pair to infer queue size, while [14] addresses queue estimation via an ICMP mechanism. While all prior techniques have small footprints, they sample infrequently compared to TCP methods. In particular, in case of [14] , the estimations rely on network services, which are sometimes disabled on Internet routers. Our in-band method infers buffer size based upon the many RTT samples gathered from TCP traces. The buffer estimation technique we utilize is based upon a simple observation. The amount of time to traverse a queue completely full multiplied by the capacity yields the buffer size of a network entity. Thus, the capacity technique mentioned in the prior section is used to calculate the buffer size.
Let's assume that the traversal of packets go through the same path, and TCP is the underlying protocol generating traffic. In addition, another assumption is that a TCP flow is short enough such that the bottleneck do not shift due to change in network dynamics. Thus, these assumptions lead to the common scenario of TCP naturally trying to overflow the bottleneck. In fact, after"n" RTT cycles in congestion avoidance, TCP will insert "n" extra packets in the pipe eventually filling the bottleneck buffer.
As the bottleneck router queue is filled, every packet that traverses the bottleneck, in addition to the propagation time and service time (similar to all packets), will have an additional queueing time embedded in the RTT metric. At the end, TCP will force a packet to be dropped, since the bottleneck buffer will not hold the extra amount. At this exact moment, the packet pn will be dropped (identified by the first duplicate ACK of a 3 DUPACK). It is pn that serve as an indicator that the prior packet Pn-1 or the last good packet is the most likely packet to have experienced the queue completely full. Hence, we can use Pn-1 round trip time as a measure of the traversal time of the queue.
We refer in this section to the Pn l's RTT as the last good RTT. Trivially, the round trip time (current RTT) of Pn-1 is a function of two factors, the queuing delay (queue delay) and the path delay (propagation delay), assuming transmission and processing negligible. Therefore, We will measure buffer using the queuing delay: current RTTPn--= queue delay + min RTT. The path delay (min RTT) is obtained by extracting the smallest RTT estimated out of the flow trace. Even though some prior research sources [15] , [16] have shown evidence (by simulation or controlled measurements) that relating RTT samples, as a predictor of buffer overflow is not sufficient in the context of the Internet, we claim that there is still relevant information available on these RTT samples that can help on uncovering the amount of buffer space been used on a path, and ultimately discover typical buffer spaces allocated on enterprise networks and Internet.
We start our argumentation, considering that there is no known easy way to assess buffer. The bursty aggregate traffic of the Internet (long-range dependent LRD) potentially perturbs measurements of this nature. Thus, we argue that what is needed is extra information that can make buffer size predictions more reliable. We advocate that such information can be derived from the flow trace and it's the amount of utilized capacity, obtained by comparing the ratio of narrow link capacity and aggregate throughput passing through the path.
The validation of these ideas was done via simulation using the ns-2 [17] . In a typical research scenario consisted basically of a bottleneck is shared with long-lived on-off pareto sources (Figure 3) . The basic configuration of the simulation is the following: access links with bandwidth of 5OMbs, local propagation delays of Ims. Access network links with bandwidth of 7.5Mbs and propagation delay of 40ms. All buffers on each router along the path were set to 50 packets and are pure drop tail policy. We launch connections performing bulk transfers using FTP between the nodes "Start" and "End", where we monitor (in the access router) both the minimal RTT and the RTT just prior to a packet loss (3 DUPACK) throughout the connection, as our buffer space interest measure. These bulk transfers are 600 seconds long in order to simulate download of large files (long-lived flows), proven to be good to gather reliable loss quantities.
We studied mainly the impact of demanding realistic traffic scenarios on the metric, such as the cross-traffic pattern generated an similar LRD traffic by using agreggated on-off sources (on the links 3-4), the parameters choice was: idle time=0.5 sec, burst time=0.1 sec, pareto shape 1.5 and rate equal 2.25Mbps.
As expected, the burstiness of the traffic impacted the end-to-end TCP congestion control performance. The following presents the frequency on which the RTT samples are obtained (early drops due to bursts) and moreover leading to underestimation of the buffer space by our metric. While exploring this issue in detail, we performed simulations using parallel flows as a way to gain easily in performance, keeping the ratio capacity/achieved throughput close to 1. And we observed that indeed the burstiness impact on the estimation could be alleviated if enough achieved throughput is passing through the path over-loading it properly. Such results are in conformance to findings described in [15] .
In Figure 3 , there is only one bottleneck (and the aggregate Pareto sources do not fill up the capacity). We calculate the buffer based on converting the delay signal into a physical utilization of the buffer. The first curve shows the distribution of "last good RTT" or buffer size estimate distribution inferred from a single flow crossing the start-end segment. We can verify how it is shifted with the median pointing to buffer size of 28.49. In subsequent tests, we include parallel connections (Figure 3 ) to present the insight of buffer sampling on the presence of a large aggregate throughput passing. The aggregate in fact, help to narrow down the variability and skew the buffer estimation to a better estimation position (median size = 39.47 and 44.89 in the respective cases of starting 4 and 8 parallel connection). The inference is done on a single flow basis but the aggregate throughput can be obtained using a trace.
In the next sub-section, we apply our buffer space techniques on the enterprise traces, separating the best performers as our sample population and looking at the aspect of buffer size conformity to regular values applied by vendors. Our analysis of LBNL trace files was a multi-step process. First, we isolated the highest throughput flows to exploit the lessons learned in simulation. Secondly, we chose the flows that were closest to the sender. Third, we log both the RTT for every packet sent and the RTT value before a loss occurred (last good RTT).
We derived meaningful RTT measurements from enterprise traces by collecting samples closer to the sender (the easiest way to estimate RTT). To select these flows, we used the RTT Estimation method of inferring the distance of the measurement point. The idea is to calculate the time interval between SYN and ACK as an estimate of RTT and the total distance. RTTm-r characterizes the distance of the measurement device from the receiver while RTTtotal represents the total distance from the sender to the receiver. We chose the flows that maximized RTTm-r / RTTtotal. In other words, if the starting point of the flow measured by the trace was really close the sender, LBNL flows.
This method is subject to delayed ACKs. We argue that the delay imposed by the receiver will be accounted for by the sender and, hence, is an accurate representation. We found this to be true of the flows selected. Unlike capacity estimation, RTT loss measurement techniques require distributions formed by much more samples and therefore, necessitate larger flows. Our analysis of these flows revealed a long tail distribution for the RTTs. This result motivated the use of median as a central value which best describes the last good RTTs gravity center.
Typically, we would choose the minimum RTT amongst all RTTs to characterize path delay. Our computation of the median RTT and the capacity resulted in buffer size estimations from 64 KB to 600KB buffers for some of the flow traces. This result is consistent with some of the switch manufacturers. Another key observation was the trend of multimodality on buffer sizes. Figure 4 The task of building a research testbed that can reproduce TCP flows from traces needs several software pieces to be glued together in order to create the right testbed environment. We have developed so far TCP trace analysis, and we are designing and implementing the delay box and validation of original and emulated traces on a Linux testbed.
In terms of trace analysis, in addition to the difficulties described in the previous sections, we need a per IP-address path characteristics linear-time majority algorithm to be included. The idea is to shield the network estimations by making several flows from the same address to agree on the order of magnitude and values of the estimators. So, the first step is to gather and analyze many TCP traces in order to extract path characteristics. This process involves the extraction of every flow in order to obtain the round trip times (RTT) and the buffer sizes. The analysis tools were developed on the context of Traceprobe and Buffer Estimation techniques and latter aggregate the different flows from same IP addresses' pair to have similar path conditions.
The implementation of the delay box using C++ is the second step. The delay box will be similar to the one which has been implemented for ns-2, and allows the delay variability due to buffers to be included easily. It the results of the original traces and the ones generated using the delay box.
B. System Architecture The following diagram ( Figure 5 ) presents the basic components of this testbed.
1) we investigate some Internet trace files, extracting its basic characteristics using tools developed on this paper (like traceprobe and tracebuffer). 2) we spawn several virtual network stacks, keeping separate the IP queueing and CPU/mem such that different flows don't interfere with each other. 3) we configure the testbed based on the constrains derived.
The configuration will be done using a user-level library Trickle [18] that cap the transmission rate of applications on a per-flow basis. 4) the middle machine (based on a network emulator) needs the queueing delay distribution to be generated according to the TCP overflow behavior (buffer size estimation). 5) Finally, our system will require the separation of application delays and TCP overflow delays. Our preliminar idea is to transform this problem, into a signal theory problem, and therefore by performing the deconvolution of the overall delay signal (the interarrival/interdeparture times) extracted per flow from the estimated buffer size delay. Such that, we could emulate a meaningfull thinking time and service time on our environment. At this time, we have completed the implementation of the infra-structure and we expect to start validating the testbed in the future. 1) Similarity Metrics: In terms of validation, it's important to note that additionally to normal interest variables such as single flow throughput and aggregate throughput. We could compare emulated and original traces by re-analysing the path characteristics from both. Another, stronger statistical test includes a non-parametric goodness-of-fit test, based on f)CO Another interesting application of the passive capacity estimation of these flows was that we could infer some aspects of the LBNL network organization, since passive capacity estimation is a pure pre-trace method, and since the monitoring and trace was done on a router at LBNL. Here, we grouped the population in terms of server capacity behind every port on the monitor switch. And we discover that the machines' capacity is not evenly distributed over the ports. Therefore, behind every port, there is either a population of updated machines or outdated ones. For example, Router Port 8 have faster Figure 6 ). This application has network infra-structure planning and security implications, since it can be used to learn the network topology and capillarity (end-to-end capacities between IP-addresses) as a whole.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We present several trace analysis tools and validation of the tools that can extract accurately path characteristics conditions from stored TCP flows on traces. The path characteristics include a non-exhaustive list of end-to-end path capacities from both directions, the buffer size, minimum delay associated with propagation delay, etc. The tools, called Traceprobe and Tracebuffer, can be derived reliably the estimation that recover the exact conditions on which the underlying TCP flows experience on the time of the trace. We present an evaluation of the tools using both side-by-side comparison with other state of the art tools and simulations. We also describe in great detail a new testbed infra-structure that can replay the dynamics of the stored TCP flows. We intend in a short time to pursue the evaluation and validation of original traces and emulated traces using such deployed testbed.
